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PRIOR ART DOCUMENTS OPERATING METHOD OF MULTIPLE 
UNDERWATER VEHICLES AND 

OPERATING SYSTEM OF MULTIPLE 
UNDERWATER VEHICLES 

Patent Documents 

TECHNICAL FIELD 

[ 0001 ] The present invention relates to an operating 
method of a multiple underwater vehicles and to operating 
system of the multiple underwater vehicles which carry out 
water bottom exploration . 

[ 0007 ] [ Patent Document 1 ] Japanese Patent Application 
Laid - open . No. H3-266794 
[ 0008 ] [ Patent Document 2 ] Japanese Patent Application 
Laid - open No. 2003-26090 
[ 0009 ] [ Patent . Document 3 ] Japanese Patent Application 
Laid - open No. 15-147583 
[ 0010 ] [ Patent Document 4 ] Japanese Patent Application 
Laid - open . No. 2001-308766 

BACKGROUND TECHNIQUE 
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[ 0002 ] When an underwater vehicle is introduced into a 
research water area to conduct water bottom exploration in 
marine and lake , a ship located on water or a device placed 
in water controls the underwater vehicle . 
[ 0003 ] For example , patent document 1 discloses a tech 
nique in which an underwater station connected to a mother 
ship through a cable is placed in seawater , an acoustic 
transponder is placed undersea in the vicinity of an explo 
ration position point , a multiple cable type unmanned sub 
mersible vessels are induced by introducing them into 
communication with the underwater station and the acoustic 
transponder using an ultrasonic wave signal , the no - cable 
type unmanned submersible vessels are docked to the under 
water station if necessary , battery is charged or battery is 
exchanged and exploration data is retrieved . 
[ 0004 ] Patent document 2 discloses a technique in which 
an underwater station having a first transponder , a first wave 
receiver and a second wave receiver is suspended in sea 
water from a mother ship , a second transponder is placed 
undersea , an autonomous unmanned vehicle for an explo 
ration is provided with a third transponder and a third wave 
receiver , the underwater station holds a fixed point by 
receiving a signal of the second transponder by means of the 
first wave receiver , the autonomous unmanned vehicle self 
navigates by receiving a signal of the second transponder by 
means of the third wave receiver during exploration , and if 
power is reduced , the autonomous unmanned vehicle cruises 
toward the underwater station by receiving a signal of the 
first transponder by means of the third wave receiver , and the 
underwater station controls attitude for storing autonomous 
unmanned cruising by receiving a signal of the third tran 
sponder by means of the second wave receiver . 
[ 0005 ] Patent document 3 discloses a technique in which 
a mother ship located on the water is provided with a 
transmitter , an unmanned submersible for exploration is 
provided with a wave receiver , and in underwater acoustic 
communication for sending a control signal from the mother 
ship to the unmanned submersible , transmission errors are 
corrected utilizing Hough transform of a pixel signal . 
[ 0006 ] Patent document 4 discloses a technique in which 
a self - propelled repeater which relays communication 
between a mother ship and an underwater vehicle is placed 
in the vicinity of a water surface of an observation region , 
communication between the self - propelled repeater and the 
mother ship is carried out by waving , and communication 
between the self - propelled repeater and the underwater 
vehicle is carried out by acoustic communication , thereby 
enhancing a communication possible distance in a horizon 
tal direction . 

Problem to be Solved by the Invention 
[ 0011 ] Meanwhile , since speed of the underwater vehicle 
is slow , if the number of the underwater vehicles is only one , 
it takes time to research a wide water area , but from the 
aspect of energy consumption , there is a limit to increase the 
speed of the underwater vehicle . Hence , to efficiently 
research a wide water area , it can be considered to intro 
duced a multiple underwater vehicles . However , if a mul 
tiple underwater vehicles are introduced , since control 
becomes complicated , there are problems in terms of 
researching efficiency and safety . 
[ 0012 ] An invention described in patent document 1 does 
not disclose the control which enhances researching effi 
ciency and safety while taking , into account , exploration 
mission and the like of a multiple no - cable type unmanned 
submersibles . Further , since the mother ship and the under 
water station are connected to each other through a cable , 
movements of the mother ship and the underwater station 
are limited , 
[ 0013 ] An invention described in patent document 2 does 
not disclose the control which enhances researching effi 
ciency and safety while taking , into account , exploration 
mission and the like of the multiple autonomous unmanned 
vehicles . Further , since the underwater station is suspended 
from the mother ship , movements of the mother ship and the 
underwater station are limited . 
[ 0014 ] According to an invention described in patent 
document 3 , the fact that underwater acoustic communica 
tion is subject to effects of reflection sound of a water 
surface and sea bottom is taken into consideration , 
unmanned submersible is prevented from being introduced 
into an uncontrolled state by estimating a correct control 
signal even if transmission errors are included therein . 
However , patent document 3 does not disclose the control 
which enhances researching efficiency and safety while 
taking , into account , exploration mission and the like of the 
multiple unmanned submersibles . 
[ 0015 ] Patent document 4 describes an invention that a 
self - propelled repeater determines whether there is horizon 
tal movement based on current position information of the 
self - propelled repeater and current position information of 
an underwater vehicle , and a communication state with 
respect to the underwater vehicle is maintained . It is also 
described that a multiple underwater vehicles can be intro 
duced . However , if the multiple underwater vehicles are 
introduced , patent document 4 does not disclose the control 
which enhances researching efficiency and safety while 
taking , into account , exploration mission and the like . 
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[ 0016 ] Thereupon , it is an object of the present invention 
to provide an operating method of a multiple underwater 
vehicles and to an operating system of the multiple under 
water vehicles capable of deploying and operating the 
multiple underwater vehicles and capable safely and effi 
ciently carrying out exploration of water bottom . 

Means for Solving the Problem 
[ 0017 ] In an operating method of a multiple underwater 
vehicles corresponding to description claim 1 , wherein 
exploration missions and exploration depths of the multiple 
underwater vehicles are differently set in the underwater 
vehicles for exploring a water bottom , the multiple under 
water vehicles are submerged to the respective set explora 
tion depths , the multiple underwater vehicles are made to 
cruise at the respective set exploration depths to execute the 
exploration missions , and execution results of the explora 
tion missions are recorded and / or transmitted . 
[ 0018 ] According to the invention described in claim 1 , 
since the multiple underwater vehicles execute exploration 
missions respectively allocated to different exploration 
depths , exploration can be carried out efficiently . 
[ 0019 ] Here , the exploration includes all of operation 
actions carried out by the underwater vehicles in water 
bottom such as an observing operation , a searching opera 
tion , a collecting operation , a rescue operation and a trans 
port operation . 
[ 0020 ] In the present invention described in claim 2 , the 
multiple underwater vehicles include exploration regions at 
the respective set exploration depths . 
[ 0021 ] According to the invention described in claim 2 , 
the exploration regions can further efficiently be explored . 
[ 0022 ] In the present invention described in claim 3 , 
cruising paths of the underwater vehicles are set such that 
cruising loca of the underwater vehicles which cruise in the 
respective exploration regions are not superposed on each 
other simultaneously . 
[ 0023 ] According to the invention described in claim 3 , it 
is possible to prevent the underwater vehicles having close 
exploration depths from colliding against each other due to 
errors and the like in measurement and control , and it is 
possible to enhance the safety . Further , since the underwater 
vehicles are not vertically superposed on each other , it is 
possible to reduce generation of troubles in the underwater 
vehicles related to exploration such as erroneous observation 
and observation inability . 
[ 0024 ] In the present invention described in claim 4 , the 
exploration depths which are differently set in the underwa 
ter vehicles include a deep exploration depth which is close 
to the water bottom and a shallow exploration depth which 
is far from the water bottom . 
[ 0025 ] According to the invention described in claim 4 , it 
is possible to efficiently explore a region close to the water 
bottom and a region far from the water bottom . 
[ 0026 ] In the present invention described in claim 5 , 
cruising speed of the underwater vehicle having the deep 
exploration depth is slower than cruising speed of the 
underwater vehicle having the shallow exploration depth . 
[ 0027 ] According to the invention described in claim 5 , 
the underwater vehicle which carries out the exploration at 
deep exploration depths can carry out exploration more 
precisely . 
[ 0028 ] In the present invention described in claim 6 , a 
height from the water bottom on which the underwater 

vehicle at the deep exploration depth can cruise is 1 m or 
more and less than 50 m , and a height from the water bottom 
on which the underwater vehicle at the shallow exploration 
depth can cruise is 10 m or more and less than 200 m . 
[ 0029 ] According to the invention described in claim 6 , it 
is possible to efficiently explore a region at a height of 1 m 
or more and less than 50 m from , the water bottom and a 
region at a height of 10 m or more and less than 200 m . 
[ 0030 ] In the present invention described in claim 7 , an 
image taking operation of the water bottom is included in the 
exploration mission of the underwater vehicle having the 
deep exploration depth . 
[ 0031 ] According to the invention described in claim 7 , an 
image of the water bottom can be included in an exploration 
result . 
[ 0032 ] In the present invention described in claim 8 , 
research of a land form of the water bottom and / or research 
of a geological layer underwater is included in the explora 
tion mission of the underwater vehicle having the shallow 
exploration depth . 
[ 0033 ] According to the invention described in claim 8 , at 
least one of a land form and a geological layer of the water 
bottom can be included in the exploration result . 
[ 0034 ] In the present invention described in claim 9 , 
positions of the multiple underwater vehicles are measured 
by acoustic positioning means provided in the on - water 
control means having moving means and capable of cruising 
near a water surface and / or communication is performed 
utilizing communication means which are respectively pro 
vided in the underwater vehicles and the on - water control 
means , and the exploration mission is executed . 
[ 0035 ] According to the invention described in claim 9 , 
since the on - water control means can grasp at least one of 
positions and communication states of the multiple under 
water vehicles , the multiple underwater vehicles can more 
safely and efficiently carry out the exploration operation 
under control of the on - water control means . 
[ 0036 ] In an operating system of a multiple underwater 
vehicles corresponding to description of claim 10 , the oper 
ating system including the multiple underwater vehicles 
which explore a water bottom , exploration condition setting 
means which differently sets exploration missions and 
exploration depths provided in the multiple underwater 
vehicles , submerging means for submerging the multiple 
underwater vehicles to the respective set exploration depths , 
exploration mission executing means for cruising the mul 
tiple underwater vehicles at the respective set exploration 
depths to execute the exploration missions , and recording 
means and / or transmission means for recording and / or trans 
mitting an execution result of the exploration mission . 
[ 0037 ] According to the invention described in claim 10 , 
since the multiple underwater vehicles execute exploration 
missions allocated to different exploration depths , explora 
tion can efficiently be carried out . 
[ 0038 ] In the present invention described in claim 11 , the 
exploration condition setting means sets exploration regions 
of the multiple underwater vehicles at the respective set 
exploration depths . 
[ 0039 ] According to the invention described in claim 11 , 
it is possible to explore the respective exploration regions 
more efficiently . 
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[ 0040 ] In the present invention described in claim 12 , the 
exploration regions are set such that cruising paths of the 
cruising underwater vehicles are not superposed on each 
other simultaneously . 
[ 0041 ] According to the invention described in claim 12 , 
it is possible to prevent the underwater vehicles having close 
exploration depths from colliding against each other due to 
errors and the like in measurement and control , and it is 
possible to enhance the safety . Further , since the underwater 
vehicles are not vertically superposed on each other , it is 
possible to reduce generation of troubles in the underwater 
vehicles related to exploration such as erroneous observation 
and observation inability . 
[ 0042 ] In the present invention described in claim 13 , the 
exploration depths which are differently set by the explora 
tion condition setting means include a deep exploration 
depth which is close to the water bottom and a shallow 
exploration depth which is far from the water bottom . 
[ 0043 ] According to the invention described in claim 13 , 
it is possible to efficiently explore a region close to the water 
bottom and a region far from the water bottom . 
[ 0044 ] In the present invention described in claim 14 , 
cruising speed of the underwater vehicle having the deep 
exploration depth is set slower than cruising speed of the 
underwater vehicle having the shallow exploration depth . 
[ 0045 ] According to the invention described in claim 14 , 
the underwater vehicle which explores at a deep exploration 
depth can carry out the exploration more precisely . 
[ 0046 ] In the present invention described in claim 15 , the 
underwater vehicle which explores the deep exploration 
depth includes imaging means for taking an image of the 
water bottom . 
[ 0047 ] According to the invention described in claim 15 , 
an image of the water bottom can be included in the 
exploration result . 
[ 0048 ] In the present invention described in claim 16 , the 
underwater vehicle which explores the shallow exploration 
depth includes land form researching means which 
researches a land form of the water bottom and / or a geo 
logical layer researching means which researches a geologi 
cal layer under the water bottom . 
[ 0049 ] According to the invention described in claim 16 , 
at least one of a land form and a geological layer of the water 
bottom can be included in the exploration result . 
[ 0050 ] In the present invention described in claim 17 , the 
operating system of the multiple underwater vehicles further 
includes on - water control means having acoustic positioning 
means and / or communication means and capable of cruising 
near a water surface , wherein the on - water control means 
measures positions of the multiple underwater vehicles by 
the acoustic positioning means and / or the on - water control 
means performs communication with the communication 
means possessed by the multiple underwater vehicles , and 
the operating system executes the exploration mission . 
[ 0051 ] According to the invention described in claim 17 , 
since the on - water control means can grasp at least one of 
positions and communication states of the multiple under 
water vehicles , the multiple underwater vehicles can more 
safely and efficiently carry out the exploration operation 
under control of the on - water control means . 

multiple underwater vehicles execute the exploration mis 
sions respectively allocated to different exploration depths , 
the exploration can be carried out efficiently . 
[ 0053 ] If the multiple underwater vehicles include explo 
ration regions at the respective set exploration depths , the 
respective exploration regions can further efficiently be 
explored . 
[ 0054 ] If cruising paths of the underwater vehicles are set 
such that cruising loca of the underwater vehicles which 
cruise in the respective exploration regions are not super 
posed on each other simultaneously , it is possible to prevent 
the underwater vehicles having close exploration depths 
from colliding against each other due to errors and the like 
in measurement and control , and it is possible to enhance the 
safety . Further , since the underwater vehicles are not verti 
cally superposed on each other , it is possible to reduce 
generation of troubles in the underwater vehicles related to 
exploration such as erroneous observation and observation 
inability . 
[ 0055 ] If the exploration depths which are differently set 
in the underwater vehicles include a deep exploration depth 
which is close to the water bottom and a shallow exploration 
depth which is far from the water bottom , it is possible to 
efficiently explore a region close to the water bottom and a 
region far from the water bottom . 
[ 0056 ] If cruising speed of the underwater vehicle having 
the deep exploration depth is slower than cruising speed of 
the underwater vehicle having the shallow exploration 
depth , the underwater vehicle which carries out the explo 
ration at deep exploration depths can carry out exploration 
more precisely . 
[ 0057 ] If a height from the water bottom on which the 
underwater vehicle at the deep exploration depth can cruise 
is 1 m or more and less than 50 m and a height from the 
water bottom on which the underwater vehicle at the shallow 
exploration depth can cruise is 10 m or more and less than 
200 m , at is possible to efficiently explore a region at a 
height of 1 m or more and less than 50 m from the water 
bottom and a region at a height of 10 m or more and less than 
200 m . 
[ 0058 ] If an image taking operation of the water bottom is 
included in the exploration mission of the underwater 
vehicle having the deep exploration depth , an image of the 
water bottom can be included in the exploration result . 
[ 0059 ] If research of a land form of the water bottom 
and / or research of a geological layer underwater is included 
in the exploration mission of the underwater vehicle having 
the shallow exploration depth , at least one of the land form 
and the geological layer of the water bottom can be included 
in the exploration result . 
[ 0060 ] If positions of the multiple underwater vehicles are 
measured by acoustic positioning means provided in the 
on - water control means having moving means and capable 
of cruising near a water surface and / or if communication is 
performed utilizing communication means which are 
respectively provided in the underwater vehicles and the 
on - water control means , and if the exploration mission is 
executed , the on - water control means can grasp at least one 
of positions and communication states of the multiple under 
water vehicles . Therefore , the multiple underwater vehicles 
can more safely and efficiently carry out the exploration 
operation under control of the on - water control means . 
[ 0061 ] Further , according to the operating system of the 
multiple underwater vehicles of the invention , since the 

Effect of the Invention 
[ 0052 ] According to the operating method of the multiple 
underwater vehicles of the present invention , since the 
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[ 0071 ] FIG . 3 is a control block diagram of the underwater 
vehicle ; 
[ 0072 ] FIG . 4 is a control flowchart of the underwater 
vehicle ; 
[ 0073 ] FIG . 5 is a control block diagram of on - water 
control means ; and 
[ 0074 ) FIG . 6 is a control flow chart of the on - water 
control means . 

MODE FOR CARRYING OUT THE INVENTION 

multiple underwater vehicles execute the exploration mis 
sions allocated to different exploration depths , exploration 
can efficiently be carried out . 
[ 0062 ] If the exploration condition setting means sets 
exploration regions of the multiple underwater vehicles at 
the respective set exploration depths , it is possible to explore 
the respective exploration regions more efficiently . 
[ 0063 ] If the exploration regions are set such that cruising 
paths of the cruising underwater vehicles are not superposed 
on each other simultaneously , it is possible to prevent the 
underwater vehicles having close exploration depths from 
colliding against each other due to errors and the like in 
measurement and control , and it is possible to enhance the 
safety . Further , since the underwater vehicles are not verti 
cally superposed on each other , it is possible to reduce 
generation of troubles in the underwater vehicles related to 
exploration such as erroneous observation and observation 
inability . 
[ 0064 ] If the exploration depths which are differently set 
by the exploration condition setting means include a deep 
exploration depth which is close to the water bottom and a 
shallow exploration depth which is far from the water 
bottom , it is possible to efficiently explore a region close to 
the water bottom and a region far from the water bottom . 
[ 0065 ] If cruising speed of the underwater vehicle having 
the deep exploration depth is set slower than cruising speed 
of the underwater vehicle having the shallow exploration 
depth , the underwater vehicle which explores at the deep 
exploration depth can carry out the exploration more pre 
cisely . 
[ 0066 ] If the underwater vehicle which explores the deep 
exploration depth includes imaging means for taking an 
image of the water bottom , an image of the water bottom can 
be included in the exploration result . 
[ 0067 ] If the underwater vehicle which explores the shal 
low exploration depth includes land form . researching 
means which researches a land form of the water bottom 
and / or a geological layer researching means which 
researches a geological layer under the water bottom , at least 
one of the land form and the geological layer of the water 
bottom can be included in the exploration result . 
[ 0068 ] If the operating system of the multiple underwater 
vehicles further includes on - water control means having 
acoustic positioning means and / or communication means 
and capable of cruising near a water surface , and if the 
on - water control means measures positions of the multiple 
underwater vehicles by the acoustic positioning means and / 
or the on - water control means performs communication with 
the communication means possessed by the multiple under 
water vehicles , and if the operating system executes the 
exploration mission , since the on - water control means can 
grasp at least one of the positions and the communication 
states of the multiple underwater vehicles , the multiple 
underwater vehicles can more safely and efficiently carry out 
the exploration operation under control of the on - water 
control means . 

[ 0075 ] An operating method and an operating system of a 
multiple underwater vehicles according to an embodiment of 
the present invention will be described below . 
[ 0076 ] FIG . 1 is a schematic configuration diagram of an 
operating system of a multiple underwater vehicles accord 
ing to the embodiment , and FIG . 2 are perspective outward 
appearance diagrams of the underwater vehicle . 
[ 0077 ] FIG . 1 shows a state in which one on - water control 
means 20 is made to launch in a research water area in 
marine or lake , and a multiple underwater vehicles 30 are 
introduced , and a water bottom is explored , thereby carrying 
out exploration of mineral resource , energy resource and the 
like of the water bottom . The on - water control means 20 and 
the underwater vehicles 30 are loaded in a support ship 10 , 
and they are transported to the research water area . 
[ 0078 ] The on - water control means 20 and the underwater 
vehicles 30 are no - cable type unmanned autonomous cruis 
ing robots . Since radio waves are not transmitted in water , 
the on - water control means 20 which is placed in the vicinity 
of a water surface controls , utilizing acoustic signals , the 
multiple underwater vehicles 30 which carry out the survey 
operation in water . 
[ 0079 ] An offshore repeater ( ASV : Autonomous Surface 
Vehicle ) is used as the on - water control means 20. The 
on - water control means 20 includes a cylindrical main body 
20a having a hemisphere end , and a vertical blade 205 
extending from an upper surface of the main body 20a . The 
on - water control means 20 which is launched from the 
support ship 10 into the research water area is used in a 
semi - submersible state where the main body 20a is sub 
merged underwater and an upper portion of the vertical 
blade 20b projects from a water surface . Own position 
grasping means 21 such as GPS and maritime communica 
tion means 22 such as a satellite communication antenna and 
a wireless LAN antenna are placed on the upper portion of 
the vertical blade 20b . The on - water control means 20 can 
grasp own position by receiving GNSS signals from a GNSS 
( global navigation satellite system ) satellite 1 using own 
position grasping means 21. Communication with the sup 
port ship 10 can be established using the maritime commu 
nication means 22 . 
[ 0080 ] A rear portion of the main body 20a is provided 
with moving means 23 having a rudder and a propeller , and 
the main body 20a can move in the vicinity of a water 
surface by the moving means 23 . 
[ 0081 ] A lower surface of the main body 20a is provided 
with acoustic positioning means 24 and communication 
means 25. The communication means 25 includes a trans 
mitter which sends acoustic wave and a wave receiver which 
receives acoustic wave . The on - water control means 20 
measures a position of the underwater vehicle 30 using the 
acoustic positioning means 24 , and bidirectionally commu 
nicates with the underwater vehicle 30 by acoustic signals 
using the communication means 25 , and controls the under 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[ 0069 ] FIG . 1 is a schematic configuration diagram of an 
operating system of a multiple underwater vehicles accord 
ing to an embodiment of the present invention ; 
[ 0070 ] FIG . 2 are perspective outward appearance dia 
grams of the underwater vehicle ; 
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water vehicle 30. The acoustic signals sent from the on 
water control means 20 toward underwater easily reach 
within a substantially conical range having the on - water 
control means 20 as an apex . Therefore , this substantially 
conical range controlled by the on - water control means 20 is 
determined as a control region X. 
[ 0082 ] A no - cable autonomous unmanned type vehicle 
( AUV : Autonomous Underwater Vehicle ) which autono 
mously cruises in water without using a cable for connecting 
with the on - water control means 20 is used as the underwater 
vehicle 30. The on - water control means 20 controls a 
multiple underwater vehicles 30 using acoustic signals . 
Therefore , it is unnecessary to provide the on - water control 
means 20 with a facility for cable , a cable is not entangled 
or movement of the on - water control means 20 is not limited 
by the cable . 
[ 0083 ] FIG . 1 shows a case where the multiple underwater 
vehicles 30 are one first underwater vehicle 30A and two 
second underwater vehicles 30B . Each of the first underwa 
ter vehicle 30A and the second underwater vehicles 30B is 
provided with cruising means ( submerging means ) 31 such 
as a rudder , a propulsion unite , and a ballast ( weight ) , and by 
the cruising means 31 , the underwater vehicle can cruise 
underwater and underwater navigate . The underwater 
vehicle 30 is provided with own vehicle positioning means 
32 used for measuring a position of an own vehicle , com 
munication means 33 used for bidirectional communication 
with the on - water control means 20 by acoustic signals , and 
an acoustic transponder ( not shown ) for responding a signal 
transmitted from the acoustic positioning means 24 of the 
on - water control means 20. The communication means 33 
includes a transmitter for sending acoustic wave , and a wave 
receiver for receiving acoustic wave , The underwater 
vehicle 30 can emergency surface and can be collected by 
the support ship 10 when measurement of the on - water 
control means 20 fails predetermined times or when com 
munication with the on - water control means 20 fails prede 
termined times . 
[ 0084 ] Cruising speed of the hovering type first underwa 
ter vehicle 30A can be made slower than those of the second 
underwater vehicles 30B . The first underwater vehicle 30A 
includes a vertical thruster and a horizontal thruster , a free 
degree of movement of the first underwater vehicle 30A is 
higher than the second underwater vehicles 30B , and a 
position of the first underwater vehicle 30A can be held even 
in a place having water flow or the like . Therefore , the first 
underwater vehicle 30A mainly carries out a precise explo 
ration near a water bottom . The first underwater vehicle 30A 
is provided with imaging means 41 for taking an image of 
a water bottom . The imaging means 41 is a camera including 
lighting for example . 
[ 0085 ] FIG . 2 ( a ) is a perspective view of the second 
underwater vehicles 30B as viewed from a diagonally 
upward direction , and FIG . 2 ( b ) perspective view of the 
second underwater vehicles 30B as viewed from a diago 
nally downward direction . The cruising type second under 
water vehicles 30B can move agilely at high speed as 
compared with the first underwater vehicle 30A . Therefore , 
the second underwater vehicles 30B mainly carry out explo 
ration in a position separated away from a water bottom and 
in a wider range . Each of the second underwater vehicles 
30B is provided with a land form researching means 42 for 
researching a land form of a water bottom and a geological 
layer researching means 43 for researching geological layer 

of water bottom . The land form researching means 42 and 
the geological layer researching means 43 are sonars for 
example . The second underwater vehicle 30B is provided at 
its rear portion with the propulsion unit 31A and at its lower 
portion with the ballast ( weight ) 31B as cruising means 
( submerging means ) 31. The ballast 31B is mounted such 
that it can be separated away from the second underwater 
vehicle 30B . 
[ 0086 ] Next , control of the underwater vehicle 30 will be 
described using FIGS . 3 and 4 . 
[ 0087 ] FIG . 3 is a control block diagram of the underwater 
vehicle 30 , and FIG . 4 is a control flow chart of the 
underwater vehicle 30 . 
[ 0088 ] Each of the underwater vehicles 30 includes cruis 
ing means 31 , own vehicle positioning means 32 , commu 
nication means 33 , exploration condition setting means 34 , 
depth meter 35 , exploration mission executing means 36 , 
transmission means 37 , recording means 38 , cruising speed 
setting section 39 , cruising - control section 40 , imaging 
means 41 , land form researching means 42 and geological 
layer researching means 43 . 
[ 0089 ] The exploration mission executing means 36 
includes a depth control section 36A , a submerging - control 
section 36B , a position - estimating section 36C , a time 
managing section 36D and a mission - control section 36E . 
[ 0090 ] The cruising - control section 40 includes a control 
region - determining section 40A . 
[ 0091 ] An operator who embarks on the support ship 10 
sets exploration conditions by inputting , to the underwater 
vehicle 30 , information which is necessary for the explora 
tion such as an exploration mission , an exploration depth , an 
exploration region and a cruising path of the underwater 
vehicle 30 using the exploration condition setting means 34 
before the underwater vehicle 30 is introduced from the 
support ship 10 into the exploration water area , and the 
operator sets cruising speed for the underwater vehicle 30 
using the cruising speed setting section 39 ( step 1 ) . The 
exploration missions , the exploration depths , the exploration 
regions , and the cruising paths are differently set for the 
respective underwater vehicles 30 . 
[ 0092 ] It is preferable that the multiple underwater 
vehicles 30 have exploration regions in the set respective 
exploration depths . According to this , it is possible to more 
efficiently explore the exploration regions . 
[ 0093 ] It is preferable that the cruising paths are set such 
that cruising loca of the underwater vehicles 30 which cruise 
in the respective exploration regions are not superposed 
simultaneously . According to this , it is possible to prevent 
the underwater vehicles 30 having close exploration depths 
from colliding against each other due to errors and the like 
in measurement and control , and it is possible to enhance the 
safety . As the measurement errors , there are an error from 
initial stage of the own vehicle positioning means 32 , the 
depth meter 35 and the like , and an error caused by aging 
degradation . As control errors , there are variation in a 
control part of the cruising - control section 40 , an error of a 
driving system of the cruising means 31 and an error caused 
by the aging degradation . 
[ 0094 ] The cruising loca of the underwater vehicles 30 are 
not superposed on each other simultaneously . In view of the 
above - described errors , when the underwater vehicles 30 are 
viewed from above , it is preferable that at least two times , 
preferably five times of the maximum value of a plane size 
of the underwater vehicle 30 is secured between the cruising 
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loca as planar view . As vertical view also , it is preferable that 
at least two times , preferably five times of the maximum 
value of a vertical size of the underwater vehicle 30 is 
secured between the cruising loca . 
[ 0095 ] Since the underwater vehicles 30 are not vertically 
superposed on each other , it is possible to lower a possibility 
of erroneous observation and observation inability of the 
underwater vehicle 30 . 
[ 0096 ] To prevent the multiple underwater vehicles 30 
from being vertically superposed on each other to prevent 
the erroneous observation and observation inability , it is 
preferable to keep the distance between cruising loca which 
are not superposed on each other simultaneously when at 
least the above - described collision is prevented although this 
situation may differ depending upon the observing direction 
and a kind of the observing device of the multiple the 
underwater vehicles 30 . 
[ 0097 ] Especially , to make the multiple underwater 
vehicles 30 reliably execute the exploration mission , it is 
important not to superpose the multiple underwater vehicles 
30 on each other vertically . 
[ 0098 ] It is preferable that the exploration depths which 
are differently set for the respective underwater vehicles 30 
include deep exploration depths which are close to the water 
bottom and shallow exploration depths which are far from 
the water bottom . It is more preferable that the deep explo 
ration depth has a height ( distance ) of 1 m or more and less 
than 50 m from the water bottom , and the shallow explo 
ration depth has a height ( distance ) of 10 m or more and less 
than 200 m from the water bottom . It is further preferable 
that the deep exploration depth has the height ( distance ) of 
2 m or more and less than 20 m from the water bottom , and 
the shallow exploration depth has the height ( distance ) of 20 
m or more and less than 50 m . 
[ 0099 ] The deep exploration depth is mainly utilized for 
exploration using the imaging means 41 , and the shallow 
exploration depth is mainly utilized for exploration using the 
land form researching means 42 and the geological layer 
researching means 43. When minerals or living things on the 
water bottom are collected , there is a case where a deep 
exploration depth which is more close to the water bottom 
is set in some cases . Depending upon a situation of a land 
form of the water bottom , there is a case where the deep 
exploration depth or the shallow exploration depth is set 
higher than the above - described numerals . 
[ 0100 ] According to this , it is possible to efficiently 
explore a region close to the water bottom and a region far 
from the water bottom . In this embodiment , the hovering 
type first underwater vehicle 30A explores a region of the 
deep exploration depth , and the cruising type second under 
water vehicle 30B explores a region of the shallow explo 
ration depth . Since the cruising speed of the first underwater 
vehicle 30A is slower than that of the second underwater 
vehicle 30B , the first underwater vehicle 30A can more 
precisely explore a region close to the water bottom . When 
a land form of the water bottom is complicated , it is possible 
to lower a risk of collision of the first underwater vehicle 
30A against the water bottom . It is possible to eliminate or 
reduce a damage of the first underwater vehicle 30A when 
it collides against the water bottom . For example , when the 
cruising speed of the first underwater vehicle 30A is set to 
0.5 to 2 km / h , it is possible to eliminate or reduce a damage 
of the first underwater vehicle 30A when it collides against 

the water bottom . In this case , it is preferable that the 
cruising speed of the second underwater vehicle 30B is set 
to 2.5 to 10 km / h . 
[ 0101 ] After step 1 , the multiple underwater vehicles 30 
which are introduced into the exploration water area start 
submerging ( step 2 ) . 
[ 0102 ] The underwater vehicles 30 submerge using the 
propulsion unit 31A and the ballast 31B , but if the propul 
sion unit 31A is stopped and the underwater vehicles 30 
submerge only by the weight of the ballast 31B , fuel can be 
saved . 
[ 0103 ] When the underwater vehicles 30 submerge , each 
of the underwater vehicles 30 measures a depth and a 
position of the own vehicle using the depth meter 35 and the 
own vehicle positioning means 32 , and the exploration 
mission executing means 36 having the depth control section 
36A , the submerging - control section 36B and the position 
estimating section 36C controls the cruising - control section 
40 in accordance with the exploration depth which is set in 
step 1. The cruising - control section 40 controls the cruising 
means 31 in accordance with the control performed by the 
exploration mission executing means 36 and the cruising 
speed which is set by the cruising speed setting section 39 . 
[ 0104 ] The own vehicle positioning means 32 measures 
the position of the own vehicle by placing a speed . sensor 
and a gyroscope sensor , and detecting and calculating speed 
and acceleration of the own vehicle for example . 
[ 0105 ] After step 2 , the underwater vehicle 30 which 
reaches the set exploration depth starts cruising ( step 3 ) . 
[ 0106 ] Each of the underwater vehicles 30 which starts 
cruising at the set exploration depth measures the position of 
the own vehicle using the own vehicle positioning means 32 , 
and sends a result thereof to the exploration mission execut 
ing means 36. The exploration mission executing means 36 
having the position - estimating section 36C controls the 
cruising - control section 40 such that the underwater vehicle 
30 s cruises in the exploration region which is set in step 1 . 
The cruising - control section 40 controls the cruising means 
31 in accordance with the control performed by the explo 
ration mission executing means 36 and the cruising speed 
which is set by the cruising speed setting section 39 . 
According to this , the underwater vehicle 30 cruises in the exploration region ( step 4 ) . 
[ 0107 ] The exploration mission executing means 36 hav 
ing the time cruising - managing section 36D which manages 
time controls the cruising - control section 40 in accordance 
with a cruising path which is set in step 1 such that cruising 
loca of this underwater vehicle 30 and the other underwater 
vehicle 30 are not superposed on each other simultaneously . 
[ 0108 ] The cruising - control section 40 cruises in the con 
trol region X of the on - water control means 20 based on an 
estimated position of the own vehicle received from the 
exploration mission executing means 36 , a depth of the own 
vehicle and a communication state with the on - water control 
means 20 ( step 5 ) . The communication state with the on 
water control means 20 is measured using the communica 
tion means 33 , its measurement result is sent to the explo 
ration mission executing means 36 , and the exploration 
mission executing means 36 grasps the communication state 
by a signal / noise ratio ( S / N ratio ) for example . 
[ 0109 ] The cruising - control section 40 includes the con 
trol region - determining section 40A . The cruising - control 
section 40 periodically determines whether the own vehicle 
is located in the control region X based on the estimated 
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position of the own vehicle and the communication state 
with the on - water control means 20 ( step 6 ) . 
[ 0110 ] If it is determined in step 6 that the own vehicle is 
located in the control region X , the exploration mission is 
executed ( step 7 ) . 
[ 0111 ] The mission - control section 36E of the exploration 
mission executing means 36 controls the imaging means 41 
provided in the first underwater vehicle 30A . According to 
this , it is possible to take an image of the water bottom . If 
the mission - control section 36E controls the land form 
researching means 42 and the geological layer researching 
means 43 provided in the second underwater vehicle 30B , 
information of a land form of the water bottom and a 
geological layer under the water bottom can be obtained . 
[ 0112 ] Exploration mission executing results such as 
information of the obtained shot image , the land form of the 
water bottom and the geological layer under the water 
bottom are recorded in the recording means 38 such as a 
hard disk and a magnetic tape . After the results are subjected 
to processing such as encoding by the transmission means 
37 , the results are sent to the on - water control means 20 
using the communication means 33 ( step 8 ) . 
[ 0113 ] If it is determined in step 6 that the own vehicle is 
not located in the control region X , the position - estimating 
section 36C estimates the position of the own vehicle based 
on the measurement result obtained by the own vehicle 
positioning means 32 and the measurement result obtained 
by the depth meter 35 , and selects a path to return to the 
control region X ( step 9 ) . 
[ 0114 ] In step 9 , if the underwater vehicle reversely 
cruises the recorded cruising path and the path to return to 
the control region X is selected , the cruising - control section 
40 controls the cruising means 31 to reversely return the path 
through which the underwater vehicle cruised heretofore . If 
the depth is increased and the path to return to the control 
region X is selected in step 9 , the cruising - control section 40 
controls the cruising means 31 such that the depth of the own 
vehicle is increased ( step 10 ) . According to this , the under 
water vehicle 30 can return to the control region X by itself 
and the operation can be continued while again receiving 
control of the on - water control means 20. The underwater 
vehicle 30 can return to the control region X by increasing 
the depth . This is because that the control region X is in the 
form of an umbrella as shown in FIG . 1 , and the larger the 
depth is , the wider the region in the horizontal direction 
becomes . 
[ 0115 ] Next , the control of the on - water control means 20 
will be described using FIGS . 5 and 6 . 
[ 0116 ] FIG . 5 is a control block diagram of the on - water 
control means 20 , and FIG . 6 is a control flow chart of the 
on - water control means 20 . 
[ 0117 ] The on - water control means 20 includes the own 
position grasping means 21 , the maritime communication 
means 22 , the moving means 23 , the acoustic positioning 
means 24 , the communication means 25 , a control setting 
section 26 and movement - control means 27 . 
[ 0118 ] The movement - control means 27 includes a num 
ber - managing section 27A , a standby - control section 27B , a 
position - estimating section 27C , a cruising - recording sec 
tion 27D and a control - determining section 27E . 
[ 0119 ] Before the on - water control means 20 launches 
from the support ship 10 into the research water area , an 
operator who embarks on the support ship 10 inputs , to the 
on - water control means 20 , information which is necessary 

for the control such as a moving range of the on - water 
control means 20 , the number and performance of the 
underwater vehicles 30 which will be controlled using the 
control setting section 26 , thereby setting the control ( step 
11 ) . 
[ 0120 ] After step 11 , the on - water control means 20 which 
launches into the research water area starts controlling the 
underwater vehicle 30 in accordance with the control setting 
which is set in step 11. First , positions of the multiple 
underwater vehicles 30 are measured using the acoustic 
positioning means 24 , and measurement results are sent to 
the movement - control means 27 ( step 12 ) . 
[ 0121 ] After step 12 , communication states of the multiple 
underwater vehicles 30 are measured using the communi 
cation means 25 , and measurement results are sent to the 
movement - control means 27 ( step 13 ) . The communication 
states are grasped by the signal / noise ratio ( S / N ratio ) for 
example . 
[ 0122 ] Based on the measurement results received in step 
12 and the measurement results in step 13 , the movement 
control means 27 records cruising paths of the respective 
underwater vehicles 30 together with time in the cruising 
recording section 27D ( step 14 ) . 
[ 0123 ] After step 14 , the number - managing section 27A 
compares , with each other , the number of underwater 
vehicles 30 which are input in the control setting in step 11 
and the number of underwater vehicle 30 in which the 
cruising paths are recorded in step 14 , and the number 
managing section 27A determines whether all of the under 
water vehicles 30 which should be controlled are located in 
the control region X ( step 15 ) . 
[ 0124 ] In step 15 , when it is determined that the number 
of the underwater vehicles 30 in which the cruising paths are 
recorded is equal to or larger than the number of the 
underwater vehicles 30 which should be controlled , i.e. , 
when it is determined that all of the underwater vehicles 30 
which should be controlled are located in the control region 
X , this result is sent to the control - determining section 27E . 
[ 0125 ] In this case , the movement - control means 27 pre 
dicts behaviors of the multiple underwater vehicles 30 based 
on the cruising paths recorded in the cruising - recording 
section 27D , and based on this prediction result , control may 
be performed to move the on - water control means 20 such 
that the underwater vehicles 30 do not deviate from the 
control region X. According to this , it is possible to prevent 
the underwater vehicles 30 from deviating from the control 
region X. 
[ 0126 ] When moving the on - water control means 20 , it is 
preferable that the on - water control means 20 is moved in a 
range where the number of the multiple underwater vehicles 
30 located in the control region X when the movement is 
started is not reduced . According to this , it is possible to 
prevent the number of the underwater vehicles 30 located in 
the control region X from being reduced . 
[ 0127 ] In step 15 , when it is determined that the number 
of the underwater vehicles 30 in which the cruising paths are 
recorded is smaller than the number of the underwater 
vehicles 30 which should be controlled , i.e. , when it is 
determined that one or some or all of the underwater 
vehicles 30 which should be controlled deviate from the 
control region X , the position - estimating section 27C esti 
mates a direction in which an underwater vehicle 30 which 
deviates from the control region X exists based on the 
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cruising paths of the underwater vehicles 30 recorded in the 
cruising - recording section 27D ( step 16 ) . 
[ 0128 ] After step 16 , the standby - control section 27B 
determines whether predetermined time is elapsed after it is 
first detected that an underwater vehicle 30 deviates from the 
control region X in step 15 ( step 17 ) . 
[ 0129 ] When it is determined in step 17 that the predeter 
mined time is not elapsed , the procedure returns to step 15 , 
and it is again determined whether all of the underwater 
vehicles 30 which should be controlled are located in the 
control region X. 
[ 0130 ] If it is determined in step 17 that the predetermined 
time is elapsed , the standby - control section 27B sends a 
determination result of step 15 to the control - determining 
section 27E , and instructs to start moving the on - water 
control means 20 ( step 18 ) . According to this , the moving 
means 23 operates and the on - water control means 20 is 
moved . 
[ 0131 ] Even when it is determined that one or some or all 
of the underwater vehicles 30 which should be controlled 
deviate from the control region X , there are a possibility that 
an underwater vehicle 30 which deviates from the control 
region X returns into the control region X by itself and a 
possibility that although an underwater vehicle is actually 
located in the control region X , it is erroneously detected 
that the underwater vehicle deviates from the control region 
X by temporal positioning or communication failure . There 
fore , it is possible to lower a possibility that the on - water 
control means 20 unnecessarily moves by keeping , before 
moving the on - water control means 20 , the on - water control 
means 20 on standby for predetermined time after it is 
detected that the underwater vehicle 30 deviates from the 
control region X , and by repeating the determination of step 
15 predetermined times during that time as in this embodi 
ment . According to this , it is possible to prevent consump 
tion of energy of the on - water control means 20 and prevent 
the underwater vehicle 30 located in the control region X 
from deviating from the control region X. 
[ 0132 ] The position - estimating section 27C estimates a 
direction in which an underwater vehicle 30 which deviates 
from the control region X exists based on the cruising paths 
of the underwater vehicles 30 recorded in the cruising 
recording section 27D , and the movement - control means 27 
controls the moving means 23 based on this estimation 
result . According to this , it is possible to enhance the control 
precision and moving efficiency of the on - water control 
means 20 , and an underwater vehicle 30 which deviates 
from the control region X can be returned to the control 
region X faster . 
[ 0133 ] When the movement - control means 27 moves the 
on - water control means 20 , it is preferable to control the 
moving means 23 such that the on - water control means 20 
is moved to a position where all of the multiple underwater 
vehicles 30 can be controlled . According to this , since all of 
the underwater vehicles 30 can be placed under control of 
the on - water control means 20 , the underwater exploration 
can be carried out more safely and efficiently . 
[ 0134 ] When all of the multiple underwater vehicles 30 
cannot be controlled , it is preferable that the movement 
control means 27 controls the moving means 23 such that the 
on - water control means 20 moves to a position where the 
maximum number of the multiple underwater vehicles 30 
can be controlled . According to this , the number of under 
water vehicles 30 which deviate from the control region X 

can be minimized . In this case , it is preferable that the 
maximum number is obtained by subtracting , from the 
number of multiple underwater vehicles 30 , the number of 
uncontrollable underwater vehicles 30 including any of an 
underwater vehicle 30 which deviates from the control 
region X , a damaged underwater vehicle 30 , and a surfaced 
underwater vehicle 30. According to this , a multiple under 
water vehicles 30 which can explore can be located in the 
control region X and the underwater exploration can be 
continued . 
[ 0135 ] The control - determining section 27E determines 
whether control setting should be changed based on a 
determination result sent from the number - managing section 
27A or the standby - control section 27B ( step 19 ) . 
[ 0136 ] In step 19 , when the determination result is 
received from the number - managing section 27A and when 
the number of the underwater vehicles 30 which should be 
controlled and the number of the underwater vehicles 30 in 
which the cruising paths thereof are recorded are the same , 
the control setting is not changed and the procedure pro 
ceeds to step 12 . 
[ 0137 ] Further , when the determination result is received 
from the number - managing section 27A and when the num 
ber of the underwater vehicles 30 in which the cruising paths 
thereof are recorded is larger than the number of the under 
water vehicles 30 which should be controlled , the procedure 
proceeds to step 11 , and the control setting section 26 
changes the control setting to setting including a underwater 
vehicle 30 which returns to the control region X. According 
to this , control can be continued including the underwater 
vehicle 30 which returns to the control region X. 
[ 0138 ] When the determination result is received from the 
standby - control section 27B , i.e. , when a determination 
result indicating that there is an underwater vehicle 30 which 
deviates from the control region X is received , the procedure 
proceeds to step 11 , and the control setting section 26 
changes the control setting to setting excluding the under 
water vehicle 30 which deviates from the control region X. 
According to this , control can be continued excluding the 
underwater vehicle 30 which deviates from the control 
region X. 
[ 0139 ] As described above , the on - water control means 20 
includes the number - managing section 27A which manages 
the number of the multiple underwater vehicles 30. Accord 
ing to this , it is possible to control the movement of the 
on - water control means 20 based on the number of the 
underwater vehicles 30 . 
[ 0140 ] Since the on - water control means 20 moves the 
multiple underwater vehicles 30 to positions where they can 
be positioned , it is possible to locate the multiple underwater 
vehicles 30 in the control region X and continue the explo 
ration . 
[ 0141 ] By moving the on - water control means 20 to a 
position where communication with the multiple underwater 
vehicles 30 can be established , it is possible to carry out the 
exploration more safely and efficiently . 
[ 0142 ] According to these , it is possible to research a wide 
water area safely and efficiently without losing sight of a 
multiple underwater vehicles 30 . 
[ 0143 ] The exploration conditions which are set by the 
exploration condition setting means 34 of the multiple 
underwater vehicles 30 are setting of the exploration con 
ditions in the support ship 10 and except this , instructions 
from the support ship 10 can also be renewed automatically 
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through the on - water control means 20 or based on a 
schedule which is programed in the on - water control means 
20 . 

INDUSTRIAL APPLICABILITY 
[ 0144 ] The operating method of the multiple underwater 
vehicles and the operating system of the multiple underwater 
vehicles according to the present invention can deploy and 
operate the multiple underwater vehicles in the research 
water area , and the exploration of a water bottom can safely 
and efficiently be carried out . 

EXPLANATION OF SYMBOLS 

[ 0145 ] 20 on - water control means 
[ 0146 ] 24 acoustic positioning means 
[ 0147 ] 25 communication means 
[ 0148 ] 30 underwater vehicle 
[ 0149 ] 31 cruising means ( submerging means ) 
[ 0150 ] 33 communication means 
[ 0151 ] 34 exploration condition setting means 
[ 0152 ] 36 exploration mission executing means 
[ 0153 ] 37 transmission means 
[ 0154 ] 38 recording means 
[ 0155 ] 41 imaging means 
[ 0156 ] 42 land form researching means 
[ 0157 ] 43 geological layer researching means 

1. An operating method of a multiple underwater vehicles , 
wherein in order to explore a water bottom , exploration 
missions and exploration depths of the multiple underwater 
vehicles which cruise at an exploration depth close to a 
water bottom previously differently set in the underwater 
vehicles , the multiple underwater vehicles are submerged to 
the respective set exploration depths , the multiple underwa 
ter vehicles are made to cruise at the respective set explo 
ration depths to execute the exploration missions under 
control of a on - water control means placed near a water 
surface , and execution results of the exploration missions 
are recorded and / or transmitted . 

2. The operating method of the multiple underwater 
vehicles according to claim 1 , wherein the multiple under 
water vehicles include exploration regions at the respective 
set exploration depths . 

3. The operating method of the multiple underwater 
vehicles according to claim 2 , wherein cruising paths of the 
underwater vehicles are set such that cruising local of the 
underwater vehicles which cruise in the respective explora 
tion regions are not vertically superposed on each other 
simultaneously . 

4. The operating method of the multiple underwater 
vehicles according to claim 1 , wherein the exploration 
depths which are differently set in the underwater vehicles 
include a deep exploration depth which is close to the water 
bottom and a shallow exploration depth which is far from the 
water bottom . 

5. The operating method of the multiple underwater 
vehicles according to claim 4 , wherein cruising speed of the 
underwater vehicle having the deep exploration depth is 
slower than cruising speed of the underwater vehicle having 
the shallow exploration depth . 

6. The operating method of the multiple underwater 
vehicles according to claim 4 , wherein a height from the 
water bottom on which the underwater vehicle at the deep 
exploration depth can cruise is 1 m or more and less than 50 

m , and a height from the water bottom on which the 
underwater vehicle at the shallow exploration depth can 
cruise is 10 m or more and less than 200 m . 

7. The operating method of the multiple underwater 
vehicles according to claim 4 , wherein an image taking 
operation of the water bottom is included in the exploration 
mission of the underwater vehicle having the deep explora 
tion depth . 

8. The operating method of the multiple underwater 
vehicles according to claim 4 , wherein research of a land 
form of the water bottom and / or research of a geological 
layer underwater is included in the exploration mission of 
the underwater vehicle having the shallow exploration 
depth . 

9. The operating method of the multiple underwater 
vehicles according to claim 1 , wherein positions of the 
multiple underwater vehicles are measured by acoustic 
positioning means provided in the on - water control means 
having moving means and capable of cruising near a water 
surface and / or communication is performed utilizing com 
munication means which are respectively provided in the 
underwater vehicles and the on - water control means , and the 
exploration mission is executed . 

10. An operating system of a multiple underwater vehicles 
comprising the multiple underwater vehicles which cruise at 
an exploration depth close to a water bottom , exploration 
condition setting means which previously differently sets 
exploration missions and exploration depths provided in the 
multiple underwater vehicles , submerging means for sub 
merging the multiple underwater vehicles to the respective 
set exploration depths , on - water control means placed near 
a water surface , exploration mission executing means for 
cruising the multiple underwater vehicles at the respective 
set exploration depths to execute the exploration missions 
under control of the on - water control means , and recording 
means and / or transmission means for recording and / or trans 
mitting an execution result of the exploration mission . 

11. The operating system of the multiple underwater 
vehicles according to claim 10 , wherein the exploration 
condition setting means sets exploration regions of the 
multiple underwater vehicles at the respective set explora 
tion depths . 

12. The operating system of the multiple underwater 
vehicles according to claim 11 , wherein the exploration 
regions are set such that cruising paths of the cruising 
underwater vehicles are not vertically superposed on each 
other simultaneously . 

13. The operating system of the multiple underwater 
vehicles according to claim 1 , wherein the exploration 
depths which are differently set by the exploration condition 
setting means include a deep exploration depth which is 
close to the water bottom and a shallow exploration depth 
which is far from the water bottom . 

14. The operating system of the multiple underwater 
vehicles according to claim 13 , wherein cruising speed of 
the underwater vehicle having the deep exploration depth is 
set slower than cruising speed of the underwater vehicle 
having the shallow exploration depth . 

15. The operating system of the multiple underwater 
vehicles according to claim 13 , wherein the underwater 
vehicle which explores the deep exploration depth includes 
imaging means for taking an image of the water bottom . 

16. The operating system of the multiple underwater 
vehicles according to claims 13 , wherein the underwater 
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vehicle which explores the shallow exploration depth 
includes land form researching means which researches a 
land form of the water bottom and / or a geological layer 
researching means which researches a geological layer 
under the water bottom 

17. The operating system of the multiple underwater 
vehicles according to claim 10 , further comprising the 
on - water control means having acoustic positioning means 
and / or communication means and capable of cruising near a 
water surface , wherein the on - water control means measures 
positions of the multiple underwater vehicles by the acoustic 
positioning means and / or the on - water control means per 
forms communication with the communication means pos 
sessed by the multiple underwater vehicles , and the operat 
ing system executes the exploration mission . 

18. The operating system of the multiple underwater 
vehicles according to claim 10 , wherein the exploration 
depths which are differently set by the exploration condition 
setting means include a deep exploration depth which is 
close to the water bottom and a shallow exploration depth 
which is far from the water bottom . 

19. The operating system of the multiple underwater 
vehicles according to claim 18 , wherein cruising speed of 
the underwater vehicle having the deep exploration depth is 
set slower than cruising speed of the underwater vehicle 
having the shallow exploration depth . 

20. The operating system of the multiple underwater 
vehicles according to claim 18 , wherein the underwater 
vehicle which explores the deep exploration depth includes 
imaging means for taking an image of the water bottom . 


